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“Every man who knows how to read has in his power the ability to magnify himself to multiply the ways in which he exists and to make his life full significant and interesting.” as stated by Aldous Huxley.

Reading is one of the essentials to improve and develop the ability to understand himself better and to understand others because reading generates learning power thus helping him to succeed in life and in making better decisions particularly in balancing and considering on what is right and what is wrong.

Reading also helps individual be knowledgeable in the different aspects in life, he’s becoming open minded in the real life situation that can provide optimistic outlook and decision-making in life such as having the capacity to accept the reality of life and to be ready to what will happen whether may it result positively or negatively and be equipped on how to handle all the circumstances thus contributing well in the best performance and therefore allowing someone to pursue his dreams on the way how he is going to push himself.

Reading thus also inspires individual to become efficient and effective on what he is doing because of the power of knowledge acquired, having the power to do what is the right thing to do and to do the things right. As a matter of fact, everything one does can be done somewhat better by some appropriate reading thus encourages a person to continue on his type of belief that he might thought correct as long as his purpose will not affect other person.
Remember that, "Knowledge is Power" Knowledge is acquired through reading which plays a vital role in the development of a person and by the power of reading everything might be possible but in accordance of Gods will. With such let’s make it a key to learning, earning and yearning power to develop personal growth and achievements where knowledge brings learning, anyone has the power to be knowledgeable to earn whatever desire and aspiration he has to attain to succeed but then it must be for the better and not for the worst.
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